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Weighted Mean

Weighted mean
加權平均數

Chapter 6.3
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Consider the following example.

Mean =

Weighted Mean

The final marks of Mathematics in a school report is the mean mark

平均分 of three parts: project, test and examination. The following

shows Peter’s results in these three parts.

Part Project Test Examination

Score (marks) 62 84 70

= 72 marks
3

708462 ++
marks

In the above example, when calculating the mean

mark of Mathematics, we assume that the three parts

are of the same degree of importance. However, in

real-life situation, the degree of importance of these

three parts may not be the same.
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Weighted Mean

The following shows the weights of the three parts.

Part Project Test Examination

Score (marks) 62 84 70

Weight權重 2 3 5

A greater weight indicates a part of higher importance.

In order to reflect the degree of importance, weights

權重are assigned to each part.

The mean calculated using the weight of each part is

called the weighted mean加權平均數.

The score in examination is

the most important among

the three parts.
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Weighted Mean

In general, the weighted mean of a set of data is given by:

 weightsof sum

 weightits and datumeach  ofproduct   theof sum
Weighted mean =

Consider a set of data x1, x2, x3, ... , xn whose the weights are

w1, w2, w3, ... , wn respectively. The weighted mean of the set

of data is given by:
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Weighted mean =

一組數據的每一個值乘上不同的權重後求和，然後除以權重的和
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Weighted Mean

Part Project Test Examination

Score (marks) 62 84 70

Weight 2 3 5

Weighted mean =
62×2+84×3+70×5

2+3+5
marks

= 72.6 marks
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Note Question 1

There are four papers in an examination. The following table
shows the scores got by Kelvin and the weight of each paper
in the examination. Find Kelvin’s weighted mean score in the
examination.

Weighted Mean

= 69.15 marks

Score (marks) Weight

Paper 1 66 6
Paper 2 81 5
Paper 3 62 7
Paper 4 74 2

Mean = marks
 Sum of the product of each datum 

and its weight
 Sum of weights

66 × 6 + 81 × 5 + 62 × 7 + 74 × 2

6 + 5 + 7 + 2

Worksheet Q1,2
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Example 2

Mean =

Larry enrolls a course. His scores and the weights of various
assessments in the course are as follows:

Weighted Mean

marks

= 75.1 marks

77 × 15%+ 81 × 30%+ 65 × 30%+ 79 × 25%

15% + 30%+ 30%+ 25%

Note Question 2

Find Larry’s weighted mean score of the course.

Homework Project Presentation Examination

Score (marks) 77 81 65 79
Weight 15% 30% 30% 25%

Worksheet Q3
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Note Question 3 – Level 2

The following table shows the stock price indices of four stocks and

their corresponding weights.

If the weighted mean stock price index of the four stocks is 87.9,

find the value of x.

Weighted Mean

Stock A Stock B Stock C Stock D

Price index 102 x 95 88

Weight 15% 25% 40% 20%

Weighted mean stock price index = 87.9

%20%40%25%15

%2088%4095%25%15102

+++

+++ x
= 87.9

70.9 + 0.25x = 87.9

x = 68

Worksheet Q5


